red state perspectives on reproductive justice

3rd annual conference
February 15-16, 2013
Norman, Oklahoma

please join our fabulous speakers...
Loretta Ross * Lorena Garcia * Jessica Luther * Ricky Hill * Jennifer Cox * Tina Hester
* Omare Jimmerson * Tommy Chesbro * Sandra Criswell * and many more...

... to discuss ...
- history of RJ
- regional issues in RJ
- queer & trans health
- HIV/AIDS advocacy
- social media & blogging
- unique challenges to red state work
- movement building & long-term strategy
- community responses to sexual violence
- RJ responses to human trafficking
- innovative policy work
- and much more...

... at the only (yes, only!) annual reproductive justice conference for red state folks by red state organizers!

special thanks to our partners
National Advocates for Pregnant Women * The University of Oklahoma Women’s and Gender Studies Program * The University of Oklahoma Center for Social Justice * OK4RJ * Provide * Gender and Women’s Studies at Oklahoma State University *

and friends
CLPP * The Davidson Family * Julie Ehrhardt * Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance at the University of North Texas * International Socialist Organization * OCRJ * Planned Parenthood * Barbara Sant’e * OU Student Organizers Collective * Trust Women * UN Association of Greater OKC